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The Good Life 4: Limits of Happiness. 

Each one of us wants to be happy. We want to do whatever we want and whenever we 

want. However, there must be some limits to our happiness. For example, happiness 

does not include breaking something we value nor does it include hurting someone we 

love. So, we may assume that behaviour restrictions must exist in a happy life. 

Let’s examine how people limit behaviours in order to be happy. 

One could reasonably argue that community norms should define the limits of 

behaviour. The main reason for this argument is that many of us desire to live in 

communities because, firstly, survival is easier when living in groups than when living 

alone and, secondly, developing relationships can only begin in groups. Of course, 

performing behaviors similar to the majority in the group increases the chances of 

acceptance by others. Generally, when we limit personal behaviours to group norms, 

we increase probability of community acceptance for the benefits of access to survival 

resources and participation in personal relationships. When we feel that we can access 

survival resources and participate in personal relationships we begin to be happy. In 

fact, one may assert from this argument that performing to group norms is both a 

survival tool and a start point for happiness. 

However, this argument does not feel complete. Should we not include our own 

personal moral code in our happiness? We prefer to behave to our own idea of right 

and good in order to fulfill personal emotions. Behaving against our own personal 

moral code makes us unhappy. Unfortunately, individual group members feel 

compelled to follow group norms for the reasons of personal survival and participation 

in co-operative relationships. This compulsion means these individuals focus personal 

behaviours on imitating group norms and could act against their personal moral code 

in order to gain their personal rewards. In all, group acceptance may improve survival 

in communities but when not living to personal moral code one could live with 

continual torment and, of course, unhappiness. 

So, what should we do? Should we limit behaviours to personal morality or to 

community norms?  
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On the one hand, to argue for the proposal that community norms should limit 

behaviour, one could argue that performing common behaviours brings community 

acceptance, personal survival and relationships. One can further argue that following 

personal morality could threaten community acceptance, personal survival and 

relationships. These negative consequences occur because following personal moral 

code could lead the person to perform uncommon behaviours which may jeopardize 

community acceptance. Of course, inability to be accepted in a group makes access to 

survival resources a real issue and, obviously, survival is a pre-requisite for happiness. 

In addition, by performing uncommon behaviours, people may not be able to enter co-

operative relationships. Co-operative relationships begin by expressing common 

behaviours and working toward common goals. In other words, by not expressing 

common behaviours people have few opportunities to participate in personal 

relationships. All these examples demonstrate that by following common norms people 

improve the probabilities of both access to survival resources and entry into co-

operative relationships. In sum, following personal morality appears quite frightening 

when we realize the issues we face. Therefore, community norms should limit 

behaviours because personal survival and co-operative relationships are at stake. 

On the other hand, to argue for the proposal that personal morality should limit 

behaviour, one could argue that living to personal moral code encourages people to 

assist each other with survival and to relate to other people at an emotional level. One 

can further argue that co-operating with others within the boundaries of community 

norms fulfills external obligations but not internal emotions. The result of performing 

unemotional co-operative behaviours could be personal survival in groups but we may 

become indifferent to our own relationships and even alienated from our own 

behaviors. In fact, we would survive without emotions just like most animals appear to 

do. We can make such conclusions based on two main reasons. Firstly, the emotions of 

love and be loved would be absent from co-operative relationships due to people not 

expressing their true personal self. Secondly, even though we may gain some level of 

social respect by attaining socially-accepted ambitions, we would not be respected by 

others for our true self and we would not even respect the self. Generally, in 
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unemotional relationships we would be following a morality of other people, would 

have little control of personal behaviours and would have little emotional fulfillment. In 

contrast, when personal moral code limits behaviour then even survival behaviours 

could bring happiness. This occurs because people assist each other with access to 

survival resources, co-operate with others to maintain surroundings which hold 

survival resources and gain respect from self and other people when contributions to 

survival is personally judged as morally right and good. Therefore, personal moral code 

should limit behaviours because we can assist each other with survival, take control of 

personal behaviours and enter relationships filled with love and respect.  

How can people respond to these concerns? 

To argue against the proposal that community norms should limit behaviours, one 

could argue that community acceptance is based on following subjective limitations of 

behaviour placed on us by either a powerful elite, like authoritarian regimes, or the 

majority, like in democratic states. The powerful elite use physical violence to enforce 

desired community norms, while the majority uses their numbers. Over the past 

centuries, different states have often used exploitative social practices and/or 

discriminatory laws to decide who receives survival resources and who does not. In 

fact, one may argue that community norms are forced upon us by an external power 

but our desire to survive make us willing subjects in these communities. Generally, our 

survival in these communities is dependent on restricting personal behaviours to the 

rules of dominating community groups. Furthermore, in these communities, we may 

manage to access survival resources but we follow a morality that may oppose our 

own: this is not fair! Therefore, community norms should not limit behaviours because 

dominant groups often define community norms. 

To argue against the proposal that personal morality should limit behaviors, one could 

question whether community groups could actually exist when everyone expresses 

their own personal morality. Could we ever live in communities? One could reason that 

communities could never exist without common behaviours. They could further reason 

that when communities do not exist then individual survival is not assured and the 

emotions of love and respect could never be fulfilled. In fact, if independence of action 
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means people behave as they like without reference to common norms then people 

may view fellow citizens as either competition in personal access to survival resources 

or tools to fulfill personal pleasures. Generally when living to personal desires, survival 

will be difficult and no one will be happy. Therefore, personal moral code should not 

limit behaviours because the emotions of love and respect would not exist in 

communities where individuals do whatever they like and whenever they like. 

In all, limiting personal behaviours to either community norms or personal moral code 

appear extreme. Confusion arises because, firstly, performing common behaviours is 

the foundation of community life while, secondly, expressing personally-preferred 

behaviours is the foundation of individual happiness. To add to confusion, we know 

that happiness can only occur in group life due to the need for other people in order to 

love and to gain personal respect. 

Perhaps a middle road exists. In contrast to the subjective limitations of community 

norms and the individualistic pathways to fulfill personal morality, perhaps other 

objective limitations of behaviour exist. These objective limitations of behaviour are 

placed on all citizens no matter their position in the community. Specifically, these 

objective limitations could promote community conditions where people are accepted 

into the community but still are able to express personally-preferred behaviours; where 

people attain personal goals with the assistance of others; where people contribute to 

group goals with behaviours personally deemed as morally right. In these communities, 

people cannot do whatever they like but they can still lead happy lives. That is, there 

might be some kinds of objective behaviour limits which allow both group work and 

personal expressions. Let’s examine happiness with respect to objective limits of 

behaviour. 

As stated in the introduction, our happiness may break something we value or hurt 

someone we love. Let’s examine these concepts in more detail. 

Firstly, we may break something we value. Let’s consider the physical parameters of 

our existence. A fully-functioning planet Earth is essential for our survival – “No 

Earth=No Life”. Also, we carry out behaviours best when our bodies are in good 

physical condition. The laws of nature are one set of objective limitations to our 
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behavior. Nature includes systems like planet Earth, our immediate natural 

surroundings and our own physical bodies. Exceeding the laws of nature may bring 

destruction to our planet, to the ecosystems we inhabit and to own physical bodies … 

no matter who we are! Acting within the laws of nature protects these natural systems 

and preserves our physical existence. In sum, the planet Earth, our immediate natural 

surroundings and our own bodies are all beyond value – if we destroy them, no one 

survives. So, for happiness, one set of objective behaviour limitations is the laws of 

nature. 

Secondly, we may hurt someone we love. One may argue that hurting others brings 

fear into communities and battles among citizens which would be detrimental to 

forming cohesive communities. One may conclude that assisting others builds cohesive 

communities. One may further conclude that treating others well is a pre-requisite for 

participation in emotional relationships. Emotional personal relationships are built on 

participants treating each other with both love and respect. These emotional 

relationships feel comfortable because participants assist each other and are able to 

express both personal concerns and treasured behaviours. Communal rules, citizen 

independence and citizen co-operation, is another set of objective limitations on 

behavior. These two communal rules allow each and every citizen to live life as s/he 

sees it but also to co-operate with fellow citizens to maintain cohesive communities. 

Firstly, the communal rule of citizen independence focuses social freedoms. Social 

freedoms allow all people to express behaviours they prefer. Secondly, the communal 

rule of citizen co-operation focuses on social support. Social support means that 

people assist each other with personally-preferred endeavours. These two communal 

rules promote both freedom of expression and consideration of fellow citizens. In 

social surroundings that prioritize communal rules people can love and be loved due to 

people assisting each other, gain social respect due to contributions to comfortable 

surroundings and gain self respect due to expressions of personally-treasured 

behaviours. Communal rules lay the foundation for cohesive communities with citizens 

expressing their personal self. So, for happiness, a second set of objective behaviour 

limitations is communal rules. 
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In sum, these two types of objective limitations to behaviours are included in life 

boundaries. People need to acknowledge that the reasons for living within these life 

boundaries are to protect natural systems and to maintain cohesive communities for 

the advantage of every citizen. Of course, both of these life boundaries place objective 

limits of behavior on to all people. All people need healthy natural systems, co-

operative citizens and personal freedom to lay the foundation for comfortable 

surroundings. So, people ensure that their personal behaviours do not exceed natural 

laws and communal rules. On the other hand, these life boundaries also place 

responsibilities on all people to contribute to healthy natural systems, to maintain 

emotional relationships and to allow the social freedoms and social support for all 

people to express their personal self. People need to work toward their comfortable 

surroundings. In all, these objective life boundaries both restrict the behaviors of all 

people and place responsibility on all people. These objective life boundaries and 

personal duties enhance comfortable surroundings so all people can lead happy lives. 

Finally, people also need to acknowledge that leading moral lives requires both 

adherence to these two objective life boundaries and acceptance of responsibility to 

maintain comfortable surroundings. These behavioural limitations and responsibilities 

impact on personal moral code. In fact, personal moral code becomes the third, and 

final, life boundary. Firstly, personal moral code demands behaviour restrictions. We 

can neither love nor gain respect when we decimate natural systems or bring fear into 

the lives of others. Secondly, personal moral code demands accepting responsibilities. 

We love when we make other people feel comfortable; we are loved when we 

communicate concerns which allow other people opportunities to make our lives 

comfortable; we gain social respect when we contribute to group goals that maintain 

comfortable surroundings; we gain self respect when our behaviours reflect true 

personal beliefs. In all, natural laws and communal rules are external life boundaries 

which are physical while personal moral code is a set of internal life boundaries which 

are emotional. Most importantly, fulfilling cherished values demands behavioural 

restrictions and acceptance of responsibility in order to protect nature, to maintain 

cohesive communities and to promote freedoms for self expression… all for the 
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advantage of both self and others. Therefore, personal happiness occurs when we 

adhere to the three life boundaries – natural laws, communal rules and cherished 

values. 

At the beginning, limiting behaviors to fulfill happiness appeared paradoxical. However, 

as we have just learnt, we cannot fulfill happiness by just doing anything we like 

because happy lives depend on fully-functioning natural systems, cohesive 

communities and expressions of morally-based behaviours. I call this the Happiness 

Paradox. When we reign in our behaviors based on the three life boundaries and 

accept responsibility to preserve both natural systems and cohesive communities we 

then live to personal morality. Happiness requires behavior limits and acceptance of 

responsibilities. 

In conclusion, limits to behaviours for the aim of happiness do exist. These limits are 

not the subjective limits of community norms but the objective limits of natural laws 

and communal rules. Furthermore, there are strong links between these external life 

boundaries and personal moral code. In this regard, our contributions to safe lands and 

cohesive communities fulfill cherished values of love and respect. That is, emotional 

fulfillment occurs because our contributions to safe lands and cohesive community 

helps us to assist others to attain their personal goals, to gain assistance from others 

for the purpose of attaining our own personal goals, to provide the life conditions 

required for all citizens to express the true self and, finally, to express personally-

preferred behaviours. In sum, happiness occurs when moral assessment includes 

considering the impacts of personal lifestyle choices on natural systems and 

community life. People lead moral lives when they align their behaviours to both 

natural laws and communal rules. These moral lives bring happiness because lifestyle 

choices fulfill the emotions of love and respect. That is, happiness exists when people 

contribute to comfortable surroundings and restrict their personal behaviours to 

external life boundaries and personal moral code.  

How does this information impact on my choice of lifestyle?  Can community life bring 

personal happiness to citizens? This is the theme of the next article “Community Life 

and Personal Happiness”. 


